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We have had pool availability

challenges the last few weeks but

Novice B is going strong. With one

meet under our belts and another

right around the corner, the

swimmers are working hard and

having fun. Be sure to read the

newsletter and keep an eye on

GroupMe for updates.

Swimmers who completed the Snake Challenge

HOUSEKEEPING

Just a few reminders for us so we continue to be good guests at the U.S. Naval Academy.

1. Masks must be worn inside by USNA rule. Please remember - no mask, no practice - so
put an extra mask or two in the swim bag.

2. Children must be accompanied at all times. It's tempting when you are running late or
having trouble finding parking to drop off and then go park. It's okay to stay together and
be a few minutes late. We start Novice B with a predictable warm-up that lets kids settle in
and get focused, even if they come in after it has started.



November Focus
Over the last few weeks, we worked on safety and lane etiquette. We established our
Novice B practice format - a consistent warm-up, a mixed skills and endurance set, and a
cool-down set. We also introduced starts and flip turns. Now we move on to two
fundamental skills for all swimmers.

The Breaststroke Kick
Getting a breaststroke kick legal can be frustrating, but it is worth learning it right from the
start. Little swimmers who drop their knees or let them splay out wide can still perform the
stroke legally. However, over time their legs will get bigger, creating more drag. They won't
drop time, and miles of incorrect kicking will make relearning the kick difficult.

Breaststroke Kicking on the Back - This key drill does several things. First, swimmers can
breathe at will, making it easier to focus on the kick. Second, swimmers who are dropping
their knees, dropping their hips, or opening their knees too wide struggle to move down
the pool in this drill. They experiment by changing their kick, and they get instant positive
feedback when they do it right.  Of course, it helps if they have an idea of what a good
breaststroke kick feels like. Here is a video of exercises your swimmer can do at home to
get the feel of a great breaststroke kick.

DRYLAND BREASTSTROKE KICK SETS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v61nEYUb5_0


The Butterfly Progression
Bad butterfly is hard work. Good butterfly is beautiful. In November we are starting the
Butterfly Progression - the series of drills that will help your swimmers learn to love
butterfly. In November, we introduce the first two drills in the progression - the body wave,
and the angel drill.

Turn off the sound  - novice swimmers will be overwhelmed by the details. Let your
swimmer watch good butterfly so they know the goal.

GOOD BUTTERFLY

Body Wave - Swimmers who think of the leg movement in butterfly as a “kick” tend to miss
out on the power and the rhythm that comes from driving the stroke from the core. We do
not want tight legs and small, downward kicks. Instead, we want relaxed legs that move as a
result of an energy wave that begins in the core muscles and travels down the legs,
releasing energy on the upswing and downswing. A swimmer who can generate a strong
body wave can perform it on their front, their back, or on their sides.

Angel Drill - Angel drill teaches swimmers how to recover their arms - get their arms back
to the front after the pull.  Good butterfly stays at the water’s surface. We want to see the
arms staying low over the surface of the water. Swimmers who lift their arms at the elbows
have to come up too high to get their hands out. In Angel Drill, swimmers practice the
wide, low arm shape of a good recovery.

ANGEL DRILL

November Birthdays
Emersyn Morgan Nov. 2

Avery Whalen - Nov. 3

Colton Nolle - Nov. 11

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdJl19MKugk&list=PLVRJPgiQIemMFPZ2XXIfBGNudMkxZBqK1&index=7&t=150s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iXhywqDFNOc4cs-BMeni52S7BlHNdu8U/view?usp=sharing

